
 
1.  Worksheet #6 
2.  Review  the way we explained it with Rashi 
3.  

 
4.   = the large sea fish (As we will see from Rashi) 
5.  : the expression  is used for  or other major creations. The verb is used here 

due to the immenseness of the sea fish. : water has  to give forth creations but not a 
. That required a -type creation (to put a  in a sea fish) 

6.   this is not a  because the  is not on the noun but rather on the adjective. It 
means,  that  lives. 

7.   - Rashi in : there are many species and subspecies for each creation. 
8.  

 

8.1.  Rashi Q1: Why are they called ? (Even by the  the adjective required Rashi) 
8.2.  Rashi A1: Their immense far exceeds anything we see on the earth. 
8.3.  Rashi Q2: Why is the word  without a second "yud"? ( ?) 
8.4.  Rashi A2: . 

8.4.1.   (direct article) implies that it is a giant fish that we are aware of 
8.4.2.  The  discusses the  that  will make for  the  who kept Kosher. The 

female tastes better which is why   salted it. Other details if warranted. 
9.  It says  because the fish/birds/bugs count as complete creations but the higher level 

animals  were not yet created so it does not say . 
10.  

 

11.   = saying (and so he said) 
12.  : the beginning of the  is going on both. then the phrase 

 

is going on the fish and the phrase  is going on the birds. 
12.1.  : Only by fish (and people) does it say . By birds it says  similar to 

 but not . This is because birds require more effort to acquire their food, unlike fish 
and people who acquire food easily. 

12.2.  : marriage should be on  and  should be on  because of the 
 of the fish. Note: it says nothing about birds. Obviously the  of  was only 

intended for the fish.
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13.  

 
13.1.  Rashi Q: Why did they require a ? 
13.2.  Rashi A: Since they are hunted 

13.2.1.  Fish and birds received a  not received by animals, thus they reproduce year 
round and have no set breeding season (like people but unlike animals). 

13.2.2.  Had  blessed the  He would not have cursed the  later because cursing 
can not come upon a blessed object. This explains why  cursed  and not . 

 

had already blessed  and his sons including . Cursing  would have been 
pointless. Perhaps this explains 's disdain for 

 

. 
13.2.3.  Regarding  we find very often the terms  and  interchanged.
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